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Heritage Shortbread, hand crafted by Willow 
McGrain in South Carolina’s Lowcountry, is 
made with the same secret ingredients that her family 
has used for generations. The McGrain clan could always 
count on their recipe to give a sense of hearth and home. 
The same family belief, that this shortbread can evoke 
joyful times past, is slipped into every box.

A rare find, Willow McGrain’s Heritage Shortbread can 
be enjoyed for any occasion, by anyone who appreciates 
the finest foods... and the sharing of a family’s heritage.
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Notes...

• • •

Handmade
with natural
ingredients

No additives
No preservatives

No trans-fat

• • •

Wholesale Pricelist
 Small Box  .

8 pieces 

Medium Box 
18 pieces 

In the family tradition of excellence, our all 
natural gourmet shortbread is hand dipped 
in artisanally crafted dark chocolate made 
only with the purist ingredients available.



The Legacy of Willow
McGrain’s Heritage Shortbread

The secret family recipe for Willow 

McGrain’s Heritage Shortbread was 

never written, but handed down mother 

to daughter for generations. It was a treasured secret 

and the custodian of the recipe was honor bound not 

to reveal it. Late in her life, Willow McGrain’s mother, 

Margaret, bequeathed to her the family recipe.

Willow was blessed with the talent to replicate 

her mother’s recipe, but found that while the proper 

ingredients were essential for success, there was one 

important ingredient that had to come from the heart. 

It was not so much an ingredient, but a belief that this 

delicate shortbread could evoke a time before, with 

suggestions of her beloved Scotland, of home and 

hearth, and of the McGrain heritage. Willow shares that 

belief. She understands the honor of having and the fear 

of breaking the legacy that had kept the McGrain recipe 

a family treasure for well over a century.

At first, she sent her shortbread off as presents for 

holiday gifts, weddings and other celebrations. As more 

people tasted her Scottish delicacy, the demand for this 

wondrous treat grew to such a degree that it became 

impossible for her not to share her family’s heritage.

Today, Willow McGrain lovingly bakes her Heritage 

Shortbread in the Lowcountry of South Carolina. 

She uses the same pure, natural ingredients that her 

grandmother used in Scotland. The same belief, that 

this shortbread can evoke joyful times past, is slipped 

into every box.

Wholesale Pricelist
 Small Box  

8 pieces 

Medium Box 
18 pieces 

Large Box 
30 pieces

Tin 
12 pieces

Wholesale Pricelist
Packaged for Individual Resale

Half Gallon Tin 
50 individually wrapped pieces 

Refill 
50 individually wrapped pieces 


